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S um m ary . Anomalous magnetic and electronic properties of the half-metallic fer- 
romagnets (HMF) have been discussed. The general conception of the HMF elec­
tronic structure which take into account the most important correlation effects from 
electron-magnon interactions, in particular, the spin-polaron effects, is presented. 
Special attention is paid to the so called non-quasiparticle (NQP) or incoherent 
states which are present in the gap near the Fermi level and can give considerable 
contributions to thermodynamic and transport properties. Prospects of experimen­
tal observation of the NQP states in core-level spectroscopy is discussed. Special 
features of transport properties of the HMF which are connected with the absence 
of one-magnon spin-flip scattering processes are investigated. The temperature and 
magnetic field dependences of resistivity in various regimes are calculated. It is 
shown that the NQP states can give a dominate contribution to the temperature 
dependence of the impurity-induced resistivity and in the tunnel junction conduc­
tivity. First principle calculations of the NQP-states for the prototype half-metallic 
material NiMnSb within the local-density approximation plus dynamical mean field 
theory (LDA+DMFT) are presented.
1 In trodu ction
Half-metallic ferrom agnets (HMF) [1, 2, 3] a ttra c t recently a great scientific 
and  industrial a tten tions due to  their im portance for spin-dependent elec­
tronics or “spintronics” [4]. The HM F have m etallic electronic s truc tu re  for 
one spin projection (m ajority- or m inority-spin sta tes), bu t for the opposite 
spin direction the Fermi level lies in the energy gap [1]. Therefore the  spin-up 
and  spin-down contributions to  electronic tran sp o rt properties have differ­
ent orders of m agnitude, which can result in a huge m agnetoresistance for 
heterostructu res containing the HM F [2].
At the same tim e, the  HM F are very interesting conceptually as a class 
of m aterials which m ay be suitable for investigation of the essentially many- 
body  physics “beyond stan d ard  band  theory” . In the m ost cases m any-body 
effects lead only to  renorm alization of the  quasiparticle param eters in the 
sense of L andau’s Fermi liquid theory, the electronic liquid  being qualitatively  
sim ilar to  the electron gas (see, e.g., [5, 6]. O n the o ther hand, due to  specific
band  s tructu re  of the  HM F, an im portan t role belongs here to  incoherent 
(nonquasiparticle, N Q P) sta tes which occur near the Fermi level because of 
correlation effects [2]. The appearance of N QP sta tes in the  energy gap near 
the  Fermi level is one of the  m ost interesting correlation effects typical for the 
HM F. The origin of these sta tes is connected w ith “spin-polaron” processes: 
the  spin-down low-energy electron excitations, which are forbidden for the 
HM F in stan d ard  one-particle scheme, tu rn  out to  be possible as superpo­
sitions of spin-up electron excitations and v irtual magnons. The density of 
these nonquasiparticle sta tes vanishes a t the  Fermi level, bu t increases d rasti­
cally a t the energy scale of the  order of a characteristic  m agnon frequency To. 
The N Q P sta tes were first considered theoretically  by Edw ards and H ertz [7] 
in the framework of a broad-band  H ubbard  model for itineran t electron fer- 
rom agnets. L ater it was dem onstrated  [8] th a t for a narrow -band  (infinite-U ) 
H ubbard  model the  whole spectral weight for one spin projection belongs to  
the N Q P sta tes which is of crucial im portance for the problem  of stab ility  of 
N agaoka’s ferrom agnetism  [9] and for adequate description of corresponding 
excitation spectrum . The N QP sta tes in the  s — d  exchange model of magnetic 
sem iconductors have been considered in Ref. [10]. I t was shown th a t depend­
ing on the sign of the  s — d exchange integral, the  NQ P sta tes can form either 
only below the Fermi energy E F or only above it. L ater it was realized th a t 
the HM F are n a tu ra l substances for theoretical and experim ental investigat­
ing of the N QP effects [11]. A variety of these effects in the  electronic and 
m agnetic properties has been considered (for review of the  earlier works see 
Ref. [2]) and some recent developm ents will be discussed in the present pa­
per. As an exam ple of highly unusual properties of the  N QP states, we note 
th a t they  can contribute to  the T -linear te rm  in the electron heat capacity 
[11, 12], despite their density  a t E F vanishes a t tem pera tu re  T  =  0. Exis­
tence of the  N Q P sta tes a t the HM F surface has been predicted in Ref. [13] 
and  m ay be im portan t for their detection by surface-sensitive m ethods such 
as the  A R PES [14] or by spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy [15]. 
Recently the  density  of N QP sta tes has been calculated from first principles 
for a p ro to type HM F, NiM nSb [16]. Some effects of the N QP sta tes on phys­
ical properties of the HM F will be considered below. Because of the volume 
restrictions we will concentrate on several examples skipping the tem peratu re  
dependence of nuclear m agnetic relaxation ra te  [17] and m any others.
2 O rigin o f nonquasiparticle sta tes  and electron  spin  
polarization  in th e  gap
From  theoretical point of view, the  HM F are characterized by the  absence 
of m agnons decay into the Stoner excitations (pairs electron-hole w ith the 
opposite spins). Therefore spin waves are well defined in the whole Brillouin 
zone, sim ilar to  the Heisenberg ferrom agnets and  degenerate ferrom agnetic 
sem iconductors. Thus, unlike for the usual itineran t ferrom agnets, effects of
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electron-m agnon interactions (so-called spin-polaron effects) are not m asked 
by the Stoner excitations in the  HM F and m ay be studied in a “pure” form. 
As we will see below, the electron-m agnon scattering  results in the  occurrence 
of N Q P states.
We s ta r t our consideration of the in teraction of charge carriers w ith local 
m om ents in the s tan d ard  s-d  exchange model [18]. The s-d  exchange Hamil­
ton ian  reads
H  =  ^ 3  tkCko-Cko- — Ik ,k+q 5 3  ck a a apck-qft — 5 3  J q Sq S -q  (1) 
qk aft q
where cka , cka and Sq are operators for conduction electrons and localized 
spins in the  quasim om entum  representation, the electron spectrum  t k is re­
ferred to  the Fermi level E F , I k,k+q is the  s-d  exchange param eter, a  are 
the Pauli m atrices. We include in the  H am iltonian explicitly the “d irect” d-d  
exchange in teraction  (last te rm  in E q .(1)) to  construct pertu rb a tio n  theory  
in a convenient form. In real m aterials, th is in teraction m ay have a superex­
change natu re  or result from the indirect exchange via conduction electrons 
(in the HM F situation, th is is not reduced to  the R K K Y  interaction). In the 
la tte r case, the d-d exchange in teraction  comes from the  same s-d  in teraction 
and cannot be considered as an independent param eter. However, as dem on­
stra ted  by direct calculations (see e.g. Refs.[10, 19]), the  corresponding term s 
w ith m agnon frequencies occur in higher order of the  I  pertu rbations, for the 
case where the bare d-d exchange in teraction is absent.
The s-d  exchange model does not describe properly  the electronic struc­
tu re  for such HM F as the Heusler alloys or C rO 2, where there is no dom ina­
tion of the  sp-electrons in electronic tran sp o rt, and a separation  of electrons 
into a localized d-like and a delocalized s-like group is questionable. In such 
a case, the H ubbard  model which describes the Coulomb correlations in a 
d-band is more appropriate. However, qualitative effects of electron-m agnon 
interaction  do not depend on the microscopic model. The calculations of the 
electron and  m agnon G reen’s functions in the non-degenerate H ubbard  model 
were perform ed in Refs. [7, 11] and gave practically  the same result as the 
s-d  exchange model w ith simple replacem ent of I  by the H ubbard  param eter 
U .
As dem onstrated  by analysis of the  electron-spin coupling, the  N Q P pic­
tu re  tu rn s  out to  be different for two possible signs of the s — d  exchange 
param eter I . For I  <  0 case, the  spin-up N QP sta tes appears below the 
Fermi level as an isolated region in the  energy dyagram  (Fig. 1). The oc­
cupied sta tes w ith the to ta l spin S  — 1 are a superposition of the sta tes 
|S}| | )  and |S  — 1}| | ) .  The entanglem ent of the sta tes of electron and spin 
subsystem s which is necessary to  form the N Q P sta tes is a purely quantum  
effect form ally disappearing a t S  — ro. For qualitative understanding why 
the N Q P sta tes are formed only below the E F in th is case, we consider a 
lim it I  —— —ro . Then the charge carrier is really a m any-body sta te  of the
4Fig. 1. Density of states in a half-metallic ferromagnet with I  < 0 (schematically). 
Non-quasiparticle states with a  = |  occur below the Fermi level.
occupied site w ith to ta l spin S  — 1/2, which propagates in the ferrom agnetic 
m edium  w ith spin S  a t any other site. The fractions of the sta tes |S}| | )  and 
|S  — 1}| I) in the charge mobile carrier s ta te  are 1 /(2 S  + 1 )  and 2 S /(2 S  +  1), 
respectively, so th a t the first num ber is ju s t a spectral weight of occupied 
spin-up electron NQ P states. At the  same time, the density  of em p ty  sta tes is 
m easured by the num ber of electrons w ith a given spin projection which can 
added to  the system . It is obvious th a t one cannot pu t any spin-up electrons 
in the spin-up site w ith I  =  —ro. Therefore the density of N Q P sta tes should 
vanish above the the E p .
On contrary, for the I  >  0 case, the  spin-down N Q P scattering  sta tes 
form a “ta il” of the upper spin-down band, which s ta rts  from the E p  (F ig .2) 
since the Pauli principle prevents electron scattering  into occupied states. 
A sim ilar analysis of the  lim it I  — + ro  helps to  understand  the situation  
qualitatively.
It is worthwhile to  note th a t in the m ost known HM F energy gap exists 
for m inority-spin sta tes [2] which is sim ilar to  the  case I  >  0, therefore the 
NQ P sta tes should arise above the  Fermi energy. For exceptional cases w ith 
the m ajority-sp in  gap such as a double perovskite Sr2FeM oO6 [20] one should 
expect the  N QP states below the Fermi energy. This would be very interesting 
since in the la tte r case the N Q P sta tes can be probed by spin-polarized 
photoem ission which is technically much sim pler th an  spin-polarized BIS 
spectra [21] needed to  probe the em pty N QP states.
Let us consider now the density  of sta tes (DOS) scheme for the HM F 
w ithin the s — d exchange model more quan tita tively  [2, 10]. Neglecting the 
k  -dependence of s — d exchange interaction, the  electron G reen’s function 
has the following form
G k  (E ) =  [E — tk .  — (E )]-1  (2)
Fig. 2. Density of states in a half-metallic ferromagnet with I  > 0 (schematically). 
Non-quasiparticle states with a  = j  occur above the Fermi level.
where t kCT =  t k — (Sz} is the  mean-field electron spectrum  and (E ) is 
the self-energy which describe the electron-m agnon interactions. W ithin  the 
second order approxim ation in 1  one has ^ kCT(E ) =  2/ 2S Q k(E ) w ith
Q k(E)
-^q +  n k+q
E  -  t k+q4 +  UJq (3)
Below we will present more accurate results for the  G reen’s functions (see 
E q .(29)) bu t here the lowest-order p e rtu rba tion  expression (3) will be suffi­
cient.
Using an expansion of the  Dyson equation (2) we ob tain  a simple expres­
sion for the electron DOS ( — - I m  G k(T(E))
Ntr(E)  = J 2 S(E ~  ik .)  -  E S' (E  -  ^ ) R e S k(T(E) -  -  ] T  — ^
L- L- L- ( k^ )
(4)
The second term  in the  righ t-hand  side of Eq. (4) describes the renorm aliza­
tion of quasiparticle energies. The th ird  term , which arises from the branch 
cut of the self-energy X'kCT(E ), describes the  incoherent (nonquasiparticle) 
contribution owing to  scattering  by magnons. One can see th a t the  NQP 
does not vanish in the  energy region, corresponding to  the “alien” spin sub­
band  w ith the opposite projection —a. S ubstitu ting  E q .(3) into E q .(4) and 
neglecting the quasiparticle shift we obtain  for the case of HM F w ith 1 >  0
N t(E )  =  £  1 —
kq
N  (E) =  212S  £
kq
212S N q
(tk+q | — ¿k t)2_
1 +  N q  — n kj 
(tk+q| — ¿kt — wq )
¿ (E  — tk t )
¡■¿(E — tk t — Wq) (5)
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The DOS for case of the  em pty conduction band is shown in F ig .3. The 
T 3/2-dependence of the  m agnon contribution to  the  residue of the  G reen’s 
function (2), which follows from (3), i.e. of the  effective electron mass in the  
lower spin subband, and an increase w ith tem pera tu re  of the  incoherent ta il 
from the  upper spin subband result in a strong tem pera tu re  dependence of 
partia l densities of sta tes N a (E ), the  corrections being of opposite sign.
Fig. 3. Density of states in the s-d model in the case of empty conduction band 
(I > 0). At T =  0 (solid line) the spin-polaron tail of spin-down states reaches the 
band bottom. The dashed line corresponds to finite temperatures.
The behaviour of N ( E ) near the  Fermi level in the  HM F (or degenerate 
ferrom agnetic sem iconductor) tu rns out to  be also non-trivial (Figs. 2,3). If 
we neglect m agnon frequencies in the  denom inators of E q .(5), the  partia l 
density of incoherent sta tes should occur as a jum p above or below the  Fermi 
energy E F for the  case of 1 >  0 and 1 <  0 respectively owing to  the  Fermi 
d istribu tion  functions. An account of finite m agnon frequencies ^ q =  D q2 
(D  is the  spin stiffness constant) leads to  the  sm earing of these singularities 
on the  energy interval u  <C E p ,  w ith the  N ( E p )  being equal to  zero. For 
| E  — E p  | *C oo we obtain
N - g ( E )  _  1 
N a (E)  2S
E  — E p 3/2
< % (E  — E p  )), (6)
where a  =  sign(I) =  ±1 is the  spin projections j  of corresponding NQP- 
states. W ith  increasing |E  — E F |, N - a /N a tends to  a constant value which 
is of order of 12 w ithin the  pertu rba tion  theory. In the  strong coupling limit 
where \I\ —► oo we have for the  |E — E p \  u
^  = ± e(aiE  -  E Ff) (7)
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In a simple s-d model case, qualitative considerations [24], as well the 
G reen’s functions calculations [10, 25], gives a spin polarization  of conduction 
electrons in the  spin-wave region proportional to  m agnetization:
N t — Ni
P = N ^ i  =  2P°{SZ) ^
A weak ground-state  depolarization 1 — Po occurs in the case of 1 >  0. The 
behavior P ( T ) ^  (S z} is qualitatively  confirmed by experim ental d a ta  on 
field emission for ferrom agnetic sem iconductors [22] and tran sp o rt properties 
for the half-m etallic Heusler alloys [23]. Note, th a t the Eq. 8 is valid for a hole 
spin-wave region only for the  narrow -band case (large 1 ), whereas for the case 
of a small 1  it described spin-polarization only for very low tem peratures.
An a ttem p t to  generalize the result (8) to  the HM F case have been made 
on the basis of qualitative argum ents for the atom ic lim it [26]. We will dem on­
s tra te  th a t the situation  for the HM F is more com plicated. Let us focus on 
the m agnon contribution  to  the  DOS (5) and calculate a following function:
kq
_ , 212 SN
*  =  E t 7-----------— v s ( E F - t  kT) (9)
^  (tk+q | — ik t — Wq )2
Using the parabolic electron spectrum  tk t =  k2/2 m  and  averaging over angles 
of the vector k, we obtain
212S m 2 ^ —\ Nq , ,
..2 ’ <10)F V  (q* )2 — q2
where p =  N t(E F , T  =  0). We have used the condition q ^  k F , q* =  
m 4 /fc F =  A /v F , where A  =  2 |11 S  is the  spin splitting. Corresponding 
crossover energy scale is equal to  T * =  D  (q*)2 ~  (A /v F )2Tc . Finally, we 
have the following expression for <P
I 2S m 2 f ° °  x 1/ 2 dx  1 
k 2F 2'k 2 ^' J0 ex p x  — 1 T * / T  — x
At the very low tem peratu res T  <  T *, th is result is in agreem ent w ith the 
qualitative considerations presented above:
Nevertheless, for T  >  T * we have absolutely different tem pera tu re  depen­
dence of the  spin polarization:
(q*)3 (  T  \ 1/2 
<2>=1.29 — I p  (13) 
4S n 2 \ T *  I K ’
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This conclusion is ra th e r im portan t since the crossover tem pera tu re  T * 
can be small and a simple estim ation (8) m ay be valid only for very low 
tem peratures. Moreover, it tu rn s out th a t the  tem pera tu re  dependence of 
the  polarization a t T  >  T* is not universal a t all. Note th a t the  model of 
rigid spin splitting  used above is not applicable for real HM F where the 
gap has hybridization origin [1, 2], in contrast to  the  case of degenerate 
ferrom agnetic sem iconductors. The sim plest model for the  HM F consists of 
a “norm al” m etallic spectrum  for the m ajo rity  electrons and a hybridization 
gap for the  m inority  ones (£k =  — E F )
tk t -  E f =  — ^  F , ¿14 -  E f  =  -  +  sgn (£k ) y ^ 2 + Z \2^ (14)
where we assume for sim plicity th a t the  Fermi energy lies exactly  in the 
m iddle of the  hybridization gap. O therw ise one needs to  shift £k ^  £k +  
E 0 — E F in the  last equation, E 0 being the middle of the gap. Further, in the 
expression for t k+q|  one can replace £k+q by v kq, v k =  k /m , and  use the 
fact th a t £k =  0 owing to  the  delta-function in the definition of ^ . Since a 
small q give the  m ain contribution  to  the estim ated  integral, we can assume 
I k,k+q — I k,k . Then one has the following expression
<2> =  2^ / 2jkA V (£ k M kq , ¿k q  =  \ ----------- )
t q  , d ^q W + q i  — ikT — Wq/
(15)
wa = 0
where the angular brackets m eans the avere over angles of the  vector k. 
Simple calculations gives the final result:
_  8 ( 2  
k q ~  vFqA  \ 3
Q  [ x 3 -  (X 2 +  l )3/ 2 +  l] +  X^) , (16)
where X  =  kF q /m 4  =  q/q* (q* is linear  in 4 ) .  At X  ^  1 corresponding to  
T  ^  T * =  Dq*2, one has, instead of E q .(13), the following estim ation
_ _ 16 ._. N T *1/2 T
*  =  S  f  «  ^ l n  -  (17)
At X  C  1 (T  C  T *) we get an universal T 3/2 behavior
T  3/2
*  =  p ! 2 N ' i 0C7fij2  (18)
q T C
The density  of N Q P sta tes is zero a t the  Fermi energy only for T  =  0, 
while for finite tem peratu res it is proportional to  the following integral
N ( E f ) oc [  dcu K N, (19)
{ F) J0 sinh ( cv /T Y  { >
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where K(u>) is a spectral density  of the spin fluctuations [24, 10, 12]. Generally 
speaking, for tem peratu res which are com parable w ith the Curie tem peratu re  
TC there are no essential difference between the half-m etallic and “ordinary” 
ferrom agnets since a gap of the HM F is filled. C orresponding analysis for a 
model of conduction electrons in teracting  w ith “pseudospin” excitations in 
“ferroelectric” sem iconductors is perform ed in Ref. [12]. Sym m etrical p a rt of 
the N (E ) w ith respect to  the  E F in the  gap can be a ttr ib u ted  to  the  sm earing 
of electronic sta tes by the  electron-m agnon scattering, while asym m etrical 
one is the  density  of NQ P sta tes due to  the Fermi d istribu tion  function. 
Note th a t  th is filling of the gap is very im portan t for possible applications 
of the HM F in spintronics: they  really have some advantages only in the 
region of T  ^  TC. Since a single-particle Stoner-like theory  leads to  much 
less restrictive, bu t unfortunately  com pletely wrong condition T  ^  4 ,  a 
m any-body trea tm en t of the HM F problem  is inevitable.
3 F irst-princip le calcu lations o f nonquasiparticle states: 
a dynam ical m ean field th eory
A history  of the HM F s ta rts  from the band-structu re  of semi Heusler alloy 
NiMnSb [1]. L ater num erous first-principle electronic struc tu re  investigations 
of the  HM F have been carried out (see, e.g., recent papers [27, 28, 29, 30] 
and a review of early  works in Ref. [2]). All of them  are based on a standard  
local density  approxim ation (LDA) or generalized gradient approxim ation 
(GGA) to  the density  functional theory, and, sometimes, on the LD A +U  
approxim ation (see Ref. [31] for C rO 2). O f course, essential correlation effects 
such as NQ P sta tes cannot be considered in these techniques.
Recently, a successful approach has been proposed [32, 33] to  include 
correlation effects into the first-principle electronic s truc tu re  calculations by 
combining the LDA scheme w ith the dynam ical mean-field theory  (D M FT). 
The D M FT m aps a la ttice  m any-body system  onto quantum  im purity  models 
subject to  a self-consistent condition (for a review, see R ef.[34]). In th is way, 
the complex la ttice  m any-body problem  splits into simple one-body crys­
ta l problem  w ith a local self-energy and the effective m any-body im purity  
problem . In a sense, the  approach is com plem entary to  the  local density ap­
proxim ation [35, 36, 37] where the m any-body problem  splits into one-body 
problem  for a crystal and m any-body problem  for homogeneous  electron gas. 
Naively speaking, the  LD A +D M FT  m ethod [32, 33] trea ts  localized d- and 
/-e lec trons in sp irit of the D M FT and delocalized s,p-electrons in spirit of 
the  LDA. Due to  num erical and analytical techniques developed for solu­
tion  the effective quantum -im purity  problem  [34], the D M FT become a very 
efficient and extensively used approxim ation for local energy dependent self­
energy S (w ). The accurate L D A +D M FT  scheme can be used for calculating 
a large num ber of system s w ith different s treng th  of electron correlations 
(for detailed description of the m ethod and com putational results, see Refs.
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[38, 39, 40]). Following the recent work [16] we present here first L D A +D M FT 
results for the  electronic s truc tu re  calculations of a “pro to type” half-metallic 
ferrom agnet NiMnSb.
Before considering the real HM F case, it is worthwhile to  check the appli­
cability of D M FT scheme for quan tita tive  description of the N Q P states. The 
D M FT is considered as an o p tim a l local approxim ation which m eans th a t the 
self-energy depends only on the energy and not on the quasim om entum  [34]. 
At the  same tim e, the N Q P sta tes are connected w ith the self-energy (3) 
which is alm ost local. It will be exactly  local if we neglect m agnon energies in 
com parison w ith the electron bandw idth, which is ra th e r accurate approxi­
m ation for realistic param eters. The local approxim ation m eans form ally th a t 
we replace the q-dependent m agnon spectral density  by the average one, as 
in the E q .(19). Such a procedure has been analyzed and justified in the Ref. 
[41]. I t should be stressed th a t an accurate description of the m agnon  spec­
tru m  is not im portan t for existence of the N QP sta tes as well as for proper 
estim ation of their spectral weight, bu t can be im portan t for an explicit shape 
of the DOS tail in the  vicinity of the Fermi level (see E q .(6) ).
Let us s ta r t from the D M FT calculations for the one-band H ubbard 
H am iltonian
H  =  — 53 (ci<j ) +  U 53 n *Tn *i> (20)
i,j,& i
on the B ethe la ttice  w ith coordination z ^  to  and nearest-neighbor hoping 
t i j  =  t / y f z  (in this lim it the D M FT is form ally exact [34]). In this case the 
DOS have a sem icircular form:
N ( e )  =  ^ y / & - e *  (21)
In order to  stabilize the HM F sta te  in our toy model, we have added an ex­
ternal m agnetic spin splitting  4 ,  which mimics the local H und polarization 
from other electrons in the real NiMnSb com pound. This HM F sta te  corre­
sponds to  a mean-filed (Hartree-Fock) solution w ith a LSDA-like DOS (Fig.
(4 ).
We can study  an average m agnon spectrum  in th is model th rough the 
tw o-particle correlation function. The local spin-flip susceptibility
X + - ( t)  =  (s + ( t ) s -  (0)) =  (cT(r  ) c | (r  )cj (0)c t (0)), (22)
represents the response function required. We have calculated th is function 
using the num erically exact QMC procedure [42].
The model D M FT results are presented in Fig. 4 . In com parison w ith a 
simple H artree-Fock solution (dashed line) one can see an additional well- 
pronounced sta tes appearing in the  spin-down gap region, ju st above the 
Fermi level. This new m any-body feature corresponds to  the N Q P states. In 
addition  to  these sta tes visible in b o th  spin channels of the  DOS around 0.5 
eV, a m any-body satellite appears a t the energy of 3.5 eV.
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Fig. 4. Density of states for HMF in the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation (dashed 
line) and the QMC solution of DMFT problem for semi-circular model (solid line) 
with the band-width W =  2 eV, Coulomb interaction U =  2 eV, spin-splitting 
A =  0.5 eV, chemical potential ^  =  -1 .5  eV and temperature T =  0.25 eV. 
Insets: imaginary part of the local spin-flip susceptibility (left) and the spin-rezolved 
selfenergy (right).
The left inset in the Fig. 4 represents the im aginary p a rt of local spin­
flip susceptibility. One can see a well pronounced shoulder (around 0.5 eV), 
which is connected w ith an average m agnon DOS. In addition there is a broad 
m axim um  (a t 1eV) corresponding to  the Stoner excitation energy. The right 
inset in the  Fig. 4 represents the im aginary p a rt of self-energy calculated from 
our “toy model” . The spin up channel can be described by a Fermi-liquid 
type behavior w ith a parabolic energy dependence —Im Z 1^ <x (E  — E p )2, 
whereas in the  spin down channel the im aginary p a rt — Im Z^ shows the 
0.5eV nonquasiparticle shoulder. Due to  the  relatively high tem pera tu re  of 
our QMC calculation (an exact enum eration, technique w ith the num ber of 
time-slices equal to  L  =  24) the N Q P tail goes a b it below the Fermi level, 
in agreem ent w ith E q .(19); a t tem pera tu re  T  =  0 the N Q P tail should ends 
exactly  a t the  Fermi level.
Let us move to  the calculations for real m aterial - NiMnSb. The details of 
com putational scheme have been described in the Ref. [16], and only the key 
points will be m entioned here. In order to  in tegrate  the  D M FT approach into 
the  band  structu re  calculation the so called exact muffin-tin orb ital m ethod 
(EM TO ) [43, 44] was used. In the EM TO  approach, the  effective one-electron 
po ten tia l is represented by the optim ized overlapping muffin-tin potential, 
which is the best possible spherical approxim ation to  the full one-electron 
potential. The im plem entation of the D M FT scheme in the EM TO  m ethod 
is described in detail in the Ref. [45]. One should note th a t in addition to  
the  usual self-consistency of the m any-body problem  (self-consistency of the 
self-energy), a charge self-consistency has been achieved [40].
For the in teraction H am iltonian, a m ost general ro ta tionally  invariant 
form of the  generalized H ubbard H am iltonian has been used [33]. The effec­
tive m any-body im purity  problem  is solved using the spin polarized T -m atrix  
plus fluctuation-exchange apprix im ation (a so-called SPTF)schem e proposed 
in the Ref. [46], which is a developm ent of the earlier approach [33]. The 
SP T F  approxim ation is a m ultiband spin-polarized generalization of a well- 
known fluctuation exchange (FLEX) approxim ation [47], bu t w ith a differ­
ent trea tm en t of the particle-hole (PH) and particle-particle (P P ) channels. 
The particle-particle (P P ) channel is described by a T -m atrix  approach [48] 
yielding a renorm alization of the  effective interaction. The sta tic  p a rt of this 
effective interaction  is used explicitly in the particle-hole channel.
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Fig. 5. Density of states for HMF NiMnSb in LSDA scheme (dashed line) and 
in LDA+DMFT scheme (solid line) with effective Coulomb interaction U=3 eV, 
exchange parameter J =0.9 eV and temperature T =300 K. The nonquasiparticle 
state is evidenced just above the Fermi level.
There are various m ethods to  estim ate the required values of the on-site 
Coulomb repulsion energy U and exchange interaction  energy J  for real­
istic m aterials. The constrained LDA calculation [49] estim ates an average 
Coulomb in teraction between the Mn d electrons as U =  4.8 eV w ith an ex­
change in teraction  energy of J  =  0.9 eV. However, th is m ethod is adequate 
for a typical insulating screening and in general is not accurate for a metallic 
kind of screening. The la tte r will lead to  a smaller value of U . Unfortunately, 
there  are no reliable schemes to  calculate U for m etals, therefore the  results 
for different values of U in the energy interval from 0.5 eV to  the constrained 
LDA value U =  4.8 eV have been tested. At the same tim e, the results of
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constrained LDA calculations for the  H und exchange param eter J  do not de­
pends on m etallic screening and should be reliable enough. It appeared th a t 
the  LD A +D M FT  results are not very sensitive to  the  value of U , due to  the 
T -m atrix  renorm alization. Fig. 5 represents the results for DOS using LSDA 
and L D A +D M FT  (w ith U =  3 eV and J  =  0.9 eV) approaches.
It is im portan t to  m ention th a t the m agnetic m om ent per formula un it is 
not sensitive to  the U values and is equal exactly ^  =  4 , which suggests 
th a t  the half-m etallic s ta te  is stable w ith respect to  the in troduction  of the 
correlation effects. In addition, the  D M FT gap in the spin down channel, 
defined as the distance between the occupied p a rt and the sta rting  point of 
nonquasiparticle s ta te ’s “ta il” , is also not very sensitive to  the U values. For 
different U ’s a slope of the  “ta il” is slightly changed, bu t the to ta l DOS is 
weakly U -dependent due to  the same T -m atrix  renorm alization effects.
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Fig. 6 . Spectral weight of the nonquasiparticle state, calculated as function of 
average on-site Coulomb repulsion U at temperature T =300 K.
Thus the correlation effects do not effect too  strongly a general feature of 
the  electron energy spectrum  (except for sm earing of DOS which is due to  the 
finite tem pera tu re  T  =  300 K in our calculations). The only qualitatively new 
effect is the appearance of a “ta il” of the  N QP sta tes in the  energy gap above 
the Fermi energy. Their spectral weight for realistic values of the param eters 
is not very small, which m eans th a t the N QP should be well pronounced in 
the corresponding experim ental da ta . A relatively weak dependence of the 
N Q P spectral weight on the U value (Fig. 6) is also a consequence of the T - 
m atrix  renorm alization [46]. One can see th a t the T -m atrix  depends slightly 
on U provided th a t the la tte r is larger th an  the w idths of the m ain DOS 
peaks near the  Fermi level in an energy range of 2 eV (this is of the  order of 
U * ~  1 eV).
For the spin-up sta tes we have a norm al Fermi-liquid behavior —Im Z 1] (E ) <x 
(E  — E f )2 w ith  a typical energy scale of the order of several eV. The spin-
•
• * • • * • •-
•
' 
1 
*3
•
down self-energy behaves in a sim ilar way below the Fermi energy, w ith a 
slightly sm aller energy scale (which is still larger th an  1 eV). At the same 
tim e, a significant increase in Im Z ^(E ) w ith a much smaller energy scale (few 
ten ths of eV) occurs ju s t above the Fermi level, which is more pronounced for 
t 2g sta tes (Fig. 7 ). The sim ilar behavior of the im aginary p a rt of electronic 
self-energy and the DOS ju s t above Fermi level is a signature of the  NQP 
sta tes and is also noticed in the  model calculation (Fig. 4 ) .
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Fig. 7. The imaginary part of self-energies IrnE ^  for t 2g (solid line) and eg (dotted 
line), for t 2g (dashed line) and eg (dashed dotted line) respectively.
Thus the m ain results of the Ref. [16] are (i) the existence of the  NQ P 
sta tes in real electronic stru c tu re  of a specific com pound, and (ii) estim a­
tion  of their spectral weight in the LD A +D M FT  approach. The tem peratu re  
dependence of the  NQ P density  of sta tes in the  gap, which is im portan t 
for possible applications of the HM F in spintronics, can be analyzed in the 
present technique.
4 X -ray absorption  and em ission  spectra . R esonant 
x-ray scatter in g
Now we discuss the m anifestations of N Q P sta tes in the  core level spec­
troscopy [50]. Various spectroscopy techniques such as x-ray absorption, x-ray 
emission, and photoelectron spectroscopies (xas, xes, and xps) give an im­
p o rtan t inform ation about the electronic struc tu re  of the HM F and related 
com pounds, such as ferrom agnetic sem iconductors and colossal m agnetore­
sistance m aterials (see, e.g., Refs. [51, 52, 53, 54]). I t is well known th a t the 
m any-body effects, particu larly  dynam ical core hole screening, m ay be im­
p o rtan t for a core level spectroscopy even in the case th a t a system  is not 
strongly correlated in the  initial s ta te  [55, 56]. Therefore it is very interesting
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to  look on the in terplay  of these effects w ith the NQ P states, which are of 
essentially m any-body origin themselves.
To consider a core level problem  in the HM F we use the same H am iltonian 
of the s — d exchange model, Eq. (1) in the presence of the  external potential 
U induced by the core hole:
H  =  e c f  ƒ  — U £  c L c k v ƒ ƒ  (23)
kk/cr
where ƒ t , ƒ are core hole operators. I t is useful to  w rite down the equation 
of m otion for the  re tarded  tw o-particle G reen’s function [57]
Gkk' (E  ) =  «ckff ƒ | f  t ckv  ))e  , (24)
which determ ines x-ray absorption  and emission spectra  [55]. Using a m agnon 
representation  for the spin operators, we derive the following equation for 
tw o-particle G reen’s function:
(E  — t ka )G kk' (E ) — (1 — n f  — n k ) <W  — U ^ ^  (E ) — F k-r,r,k ' (E)
(25)
where n f  is the occupation num ber for the  ƒ -hole in the initial s ta te , which 
is further on will be pu t to  zero and E  is the  electron energy w ith respect 
to  £0). We will take into account the occupation num bers nk in a simple 
ladder approxim ation which works well in the lim it of small concentrations of 
mobile carriers, except for the  im m ediate vicinity of the Fermi edge. Here, we 
do not tre a t the  problem  of the x-ray edge singularity  where more advanced 
approaches are necessary [55, 56]. The following no ta tion  has been used in 
E q .(25):
Fk-p,q,k ' (E ) — (2S )1/ 2«6k Ck-p,-k ƒ ƒ  t ckv  ) )e  , (26)
where — b -q , b-  — bq are the  Holstein-Prim akoff m agnon operators [18]. 
The G reen’s function F  satisfies the  equation
(E  — tk -p ,-k  +  ^ q ) F ka-p,q,k, (E ) — —U (1 — n k-p)<£qV (E)
—I(Nqk +  ffn - - p ) [2SG k-p+q,k' (E ) +  a  £  Fkk_p+q_r ,r ,k,(E)], (27)
where we have perform ed decouplings in the spirit of ladder approxim ation, 
(b -qb-<J) — N J  — a N ( a u q ), N(w) is the  Bose function, and is defined as
^ , k '  (E ) — £  FkJ-r,q,k^ (E ) (28)
For U — 0 we have Gkk/(E ) — (1 — nk)^kk'GJJ(E), where G k(E ) is the 
one-electron G reen’s function of the ideal crystal (cf. E q .(3)),
o"C7’2/Q(7
G£(£7) =  [E -  i k(T -  S ^ A E T 1 , S k<r(E)  =  1 +  g ^  (29)
Note th a t  the  Eq. (29) gives correctly the exact G reen’s function in the  lim it 
of an em pty  conduction band  a t T  =  0 [58, 59, 10].
In a general case, we have the three-particle problem  (conduction electron, 
core hole and  m agnon) which requires a careful m athem atical investigation. 
However, we can use the facts th a t the  m agnon frequencies are much smaller 
th a n  typical electron energies and enrgy resolution of xas and xes m ethods. 
Neglecting spin dynam ics, the  equations (25), (27) can be solved exactly in 
a ra th e r simple way for the case of zero tem pera tu res (N +  =  0, N — =  1). 
U nder these conditions, Q does not depend on quasim om enta, and k, does 
no t depend on q, since the electron and m agnon operator should belong to  
the  same pertu rbed  site:
*q ,k '(E ) =  ^  (E ) =  (2S )1/ 2((&j c _ jƒ |f tc k v » E  (30)
We find in this case
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* " ( F ) =  2 I S Q " ( E )  
k'^  ^ 1 +  U P - ° ( E ) + a I Q ° ( E )  k' ^   ^ ^
1 — n"
K , ( E ) = Y , G ^ ( e ) , P<T(E ) =  £ t t — -  (32)
k k E  tkT
After substitu ting  E q .(31) into E q .(25) we ob tain  the following equation for 
the G reen’s function G
[E -  tk  j  -  S J (E)] Gkk' (E ) =  <W  -  U f  (E) £  GPk' (E ) (33)
w ith the renorm alized core hole potential:
U f  (E ) =  U 1 +
S J ( E ) P - J  (E)
1 +  U P - J (E ) +  a /Q  J (E)_
(34)
Here we neglect the  factor (1 — nk), since the band  filling is small. Therefore 
one has a stan d ard  result for the im purity  scattering  w ith renorm alized energy 
spectrum  E k T =  t k T +  S  J (E) and the effective im purity  poten tia l U f  (E ). A 
local DOS is given by the following expression:
with
N,Jloc
1
(E)  =  — ImG%0(E)
n
G Jo(E) E G k k ^  (E)
kk' 1 +  U f  (E )R  j  (E)
(35)
(36)
where R T (E ) =  ^ k G k(E ), and G k(E ) is given by E q .(29).
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Generally speaking, theoretical investigation of the core level spectra  re­
quires num erical calculations of realistic band  structure . We restric t ourselves 
to  simple model calculations for the  bare sem icircular DOS from the E q .(21).
The local G reen function from Eq. (35) describes the absorption spectrum  
for E  >  E p  and emission spectrum  for E  <  E p . As follows from the Eq. (35), 
(36), the  experim ental spectra  is given by som ewhat different expression th an  
the DOS in an initial s ta te , and new effects can occur.
For /  >  0 the results of E q .(34)- (36) provide full solution of the  Kondo 
problem  for an im purity  in the ferrom agnet, w ithin the parquet approxim a­
tion [60]. In the case of /  <  0, the situation  is com plicated by the presence of 
the “false” Kondo divergence in the T -m atrix  [61]. However, this difficulty is 
not im portan t for the x-ray problem  where a large dam ping is always present, 
and experim ents are perform ed a t sufficiently high tem peratu res w ith ra ther 
poor resolution com pared to  a scale of the “Kondo tem pera tu re” . To a leading 
order in U and /  we obtain
1 -  R e (U f  ( E ) / S  J (E )) |R J ( E ) / r ;  (E )|
S N ^ E )  = ----------V e/V " ----- V ”  1 5 N a {E)
|1 +  U f  (E  )R  j  (E)
RelU;,IE)/p-’ lE))\R„(E)\2 l [m J, _ , ( E )  (s ? )  
1 +  U f  (E )R j  ( E ) 1
The term  in E q .(37) w ith Im P - J  (E ) has a sm ooth contribution to  the spec­
trum . In particu lar, it is non-zero in the energy gap. Note th a t for the emission 
spectra such term  is absent. The NQ P contributions to  the absorption (for 
/  >  0) and emission spectra (for /  <  0) are proportional to  «N  J (E ).
One can see from F ig .(8) th a t the u p tu rn  of the  N Q P tail which occurs 
for /  >  0 becomes more sharp, although the jum p near E p  weakens. For 
/  <  0 case, the spectral weight of NQ P contributions also increases in the 
presence of the  core hole (see F ig .(9)). These effects have a simple physical 
in terp reta tion . Since U f  (E ) >  0 and  for small band  filling R T (E ) <  0 near 
E p , the  denom inator of the expression (37)gives a considerable enhancem ent 
of the  N Q P contributions to  the  spectra  in com parison w ith those to  the  DOS. 
However, effects of in teraction U tu rn  out to  be non-trivial and do not reduce 
to  a constan t factor in the self-energy. Strong in teraction  w ith the core hole 
results in a deform ation of conduction band. W ith  increasing U the spectral 
density  concentrated  a t bo ttom  of the  band. This effect is very im portan t 
for the  N Q P sta tes located in th is region. Therefore the  spectral weight of 
the  N Q P sta tes increases. At very large, probably  unrealistic values of U , a 
bound s ta te  is formed near the band  bottom , and the N Q P spectral weight 
becomes suppressed owing to  factor of U in the denom inator of E q .(34).
To probe a “spin-polaron” natu re  of the N Q P sta tes more explicitly, it 
would be desirable to  use spin-resolved spectroscopical m ethods such as x-ray 
m agnetic circular dichroism  (XMCD, for a review see Ref. [62]). Owing to
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Energy
Fig. 8 . The local density of states N^oc(E)  (solid line) for a half-metallic ferro- 
magnet with S =  1/2, ƒ =  0.3 in the presence of the core hole potential U =  0.2.; 
smearing E  +  iS is introduced with S =  0.01. The dashed line shows the DOS Nj, (E) 
for the ideal crystal with spin dynamics being neglected. The value of E F calculated 
from the band bottom is 0.15. The energy E  is referred to the Fermi level.
Energy
Fig. 9. The local density of states N^oc(E)  (solid line) for a half-metallic ferromag- 
net with S =  1/2, ƒ =  -0 .3 ,5  =  0.025 in the presence of the core hole potential 
U =  0.2. The dashed line shows the DOS N j(E ) for the ideal crystal. The value of 
E f  calculated from the band bottom is 0.15.
interference of electron-m agnon scattering  and “exciton” effects from interac­
tion  of electrons w ith the core hole, the N Q P contributions to  x-ray  spectra 
can be considerably enhanced in com parison w ith those to  the DOS of ideal 
crystal.
Now we consider the  N Q P effects in resonant x-ray  scattering  processes. 
I t was observed recently th a t  the elastic peak of the x-ray  scattering  in C rO 2 
is more pronounced th an  in usual Cr com pounds [53]. The au thors of this 
work have pu t forward some qualitative argum ents th a t the NQ P sta tes m ay 
give larger contributions to  resonant x-ray  scattering th an  usual itineran t
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electron states. Here we shall tre a t this problem  quan tita tively  and estim ate 
explicitly the  corresponding enhancem ent factor. The in tensity  of resonant 
x-ray emission induced by the photon w ith the energy w and polarization q 
is given by the K ram ers-H eisenberg formula [63, 52, 64]
here q', u '  are the  polarization and energy of the em itted  photon, |n), |0) and 
|Z) are the  final, in itial and in term ediate sta tes of the scattering  system  w ith 
the  energies E i , respectively, and  Cq is the  opera to r of a dipole m om ent for 
the  transition , which is proportional to  ( f c  +  c f  t). For sim plicity we assume 
hereafter th a t r l does not depend on the in term ediate state: r l =  r , and 
take into account only the m ain x-ray  scattering  channel where the hole is 
filled by conduction electron. Assuming th a t the electron-photon in teraction 
th a t  induces the transition  is contact, the  expression for threshold scattering 
in tensity  has following form [65]
where H f and H i are conduction-electron H am iltonians w ith and w ithout 
core hole, respectively. The com plicated correlation function in E q .(39) can 
be decoupled in the  ladder approxim ation which is exact for the  em pty con­
duction band. Then one can obtain  [65]
where z =  u '  — E 0 +  i r .  Owing to  a jum p in the DOS a t the Fermi level, 
the  N Q P p art of the  G reen’s function contains a large logarithm  ln (W /z) a t 
small z, W  being a bandw idth. I t m eans th a t the corresponding contribution 
to  the  elastic x-ray scattering  in tensity  (u ' =  E 0) is enhanced by a factor of
discussed in Ref. [53]. O f course, the  sm earing of the jum p in the density  of 
N Q P sta tes by spin dynam ics is irrelevant provided th a t r  > TJ, where TJ is 
a characteristic m agnon frequency.
5 T ransport properties
2
I q' q ( j / , j )  «  5 3  5 3
(n |C y |/) ( / |C g|0)
ö ( E n +  J  -  Eo -  w), (38)
Eo +  J  — Ei — i rn
(0|cCT e x p ( iH f t i ) 4 ' exp[iH i(t2 — ii) ]c CT' exp (—i H f Ì 2) c l |0), (39)
2
I w' «  5 3  G 00(z) (40)
ln 2( W / r ), which makes a quan tita tive estim ation for the qualitative effect
T ransport properties of the HM F are a subject of num erous experim ental 
investigations (see, e.g., recent works on C rO 2 [66], NiMnSb [67], and the
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reviews [2, 68, 69]). At the  same tim e, a theoretical in terp re ta tion  of these 
results is still problem atic. Concerning electronic scattering  mechanisms, the 
m ost im portan t difference between the HM F and “stan d ard ” itineran t elec­
tro n  ferrom agnets like iron or nickel is the  absence of one-m agnon scattering 
processes in the  former case [2]. Two-m agnon scattering processes have been 
considered m any years ago for bo th  the broad-band case (a weak s-d exchange 
in teraction) [70] and narrow -band case (a “double exchange model” ) [71]. O b­
tained  tem pera tu re  dependence of resistivity  have the form T 7/2 and T 9/2, 
respectively. At low enough tem peratu res the first result fails and should 
be replaced by T 9/2 as well [72]; the reason is a com pensation of transverse 
and longitudinal contributions in the long-wavelength limit, which is a conse­
quence of the  ro tational sym m etry of the s -d  exchange H am iltonian [73, 74]. 
Recently a general in terpolation theory  has been form ulated [75]. Here we 
discuss m ain results of th is work w ith a special emphasize to  the N QP ef­
fects.
In the  spin-wave region the H am iltonian (1) can be rew ritten  in the form 
H  =  Ho — I (2S ) 1/2 £ ( 4 Tck+ qi6t +  h .c .)
kq
+ 1  53 <Tcktrck+q-po-bqbp (41)
kqpa
Here the zero-order H am iltonian includes non-interacting electrons and magnons: 
Ho =  5 3  t k a c L cka +53 Uqb]qbq, (42)
ka q
w ith the spin splitting  A  =  2 I S  being included in H 0. In the  half-m etallic case 
spin-flip processes do not appear in the second order in I , since the sta tes w ith 
only one spin projection presented a t the Fermi level. At the same tim e, we 
have to  consider the  renorm alization of the longitudinal processes in higher 
orders in I  (formally, we need to  include all term s up  to  the second order 
in a quasiclassical small param eter 1 /S ). To th is end we elim inate from the 
H am iltonian the term s which are linear in the m agnon operators by using the 
canonical transform ation  [73]. Then, the effective H am iltonian has a following 
form
^  +  \  E  ^ k q  +  ^ +q - p ,q ) 4 ^ k +q -p ff^ 6 p , (43)
kqpa
where
tk+q "  ^  ,  (44)
t k + q  —  i k  +  O 'A
is the s-d  scattering am plitude, which vanishes a t q ^  0 and thereby  takes 
properly into account the ro ta tional sym m etry of electron-m agnon in terac­
tion. More general in terpolation  expression for the  effective am plitude which 
does not assume the smallness of |I | or 1 /S  was ob tained in Ref. [74] w ithin
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a variational approach, bu t it does not differ qualitatively  from simple ex­
pression (44). In the  case of real itineran t m agnets including the HM F, a 
k-dependence of s-d  exchange param eter should be taken into account, sim­
ilarly to  the tem pera tu re  dependence of spin polarization. However, here we 
restric t ourselves only to  the rigid spin splitting  model appropriate for de­
generate ferrom agnetic sem iconductors. One can expect from phenom enolog­
ical sym m etry considerations th a t  the tem pera tu re  dependences of tran sp o rt 
properties are ra th e r universal.
The m ost general scheme for calculating the tran sp o rt relaxation tim e is 
the K ubo formalism for the conductivity  a xx [76]
r p r
axx  =  P dX / dt e x p ( - e t )  ( j x ( t  +  iX) jx)  (45)
7o 7o
where p  =  1 /T ,  £ ^  0, j  =  —e j ^ kCT v kCTckCTckCT is the curren t operator, v kCT =  
d t k a / d k  is the  electron velocity. R ew riting the to ta l H am iltonian in the form 
H  =  H 0 +  H i, the correlator in (45) m ay be expanded in the  p e rtu rba tion  H i 
[77]. In the second order we obtain  for the  electrical resistivity  the following 
expression
T
Pxx =  &xx =  ~p2\2 d t ( \ J x , H l ( t ) ] [ H l , , j x ]), (46)
( j  x ) o
where H 1(t) is calculated w ith the H am iltonian H 0. In the  HM F situation  
the  band  sta tes w ith one spin projection only, a  =  a  =  sign /, are present 
a t the Fermi level. Below we consider the  case /  > 0, a  =  +  and om it the 
spin indices in the  electron spectrum . T hen one can find an expression for 
the  tran sp o rt relaxation  tim e r  defined as a xx =  e2( (vx )2) r
7  =  ^  E  «  -  < o 2( 4 q +  4 ' , q- k'+k)2^ q ( i  +  ^ q- k '+kw ( i  -  n k,)
kk’q
X 5(tk' — t k — Uq +  U q - k ’+k) j ^ 3 (vk )2^(tk ) (47)
Averaging over angles of the  vector k  leads us to  the  final result 1 / r  <x / 2A  
w ith
^ S ^ S l ^ S ,1 + Ay(1 + AU’ (48)pq
where f p q  =  1 for p , q  ^  qo and
/p q  =  ,^P  X ql 2 f a g  <  go). (49)
(p  — q ) qo
The wavevector q0 determ ines the  boundary  of a region where q-dependence 
of the am plitude become im portan t, so th a t t(k  +  q) — t(k )  ~  A  a t q ~  q0
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and the simple perturbation theory fails. In elementary one-band model of 
the HMF where E p  < A  one has qo ~  \ J A / W  (where W  is the conduction 
bandwidth, and the lattice constant is put to unity) [73]. Generally speaking, 
q0 may be sufficiently small provided tha t the energy gap is much smaller 
than  W , which is the case for real HMF systems.
The quantity q0 determines a characteristic tem perature and energy scale 
T * =  D q° x  D ( A / W ), where D  x  T C/ S  is the spin-wave stiffness defined by 
wq^ 0 =  Dq2, and T C is the Curie tem perature. It is im portant tha t similar 
crossover tem peratures appears in the tem perature dependence of the spin 
polarization (see, e.g., Eqs.(13),(17)). This means tha t tem perature depen­
dences of both spin polarization and transport properties can be changed at 
low enough tem peratures within the spin-wave tem perature region.
One has to bear in mind tha t each power of p  or q yields the T 1/2 factor 
for tem perature dependence of resistivity. At very low tem peratures T  < T * 
small quasimomenta p, q < q0 gives a main contribution to the integrals. Then 
the tem perature dependence of resistivity is equal to p ( T ) <x (T / T C )9/2. Such 
a dependence was obtained in the large-1/1 case where the scale T * is absent 
[71], and within a diagram approach in the broad-band case [72]. At the 
same time, for T  > T * the function f pq in Eq. (48) can be replaced by unity, 
leading to p ( T ) x  ( T / T C)7/2, in agreement with the old results [70].
According to calculations presented here, the NQP states do n o t con­
tribute to the tem perature dependence of the resistivity for pure HMF. An 
opposite conclusion was made by Furukawa [78] and related to an anomalous 
T 3 dependence in the resistivity. However, this calculation was not based 
on a consistent use of the Kubo formula and, in our opinion, can be hardly 
justified.
On the contrary, im p u r ity  contributions to transport properties in the 
presence of potential scattering are determined mainly by the NQP states (it 
has been shown first in Ref. [12], see also Ref. [2]). To a second order in the 
im purity potential V  we derive for the electron Green’s function
G k k 'a (E )  =  <W G ^ ( E )  +  G ^ ( E ) V G k i  (E)[1 +  V £  Gp0) (E)], (50)
p
where G ^ ( E )  is the exact Green’s function for the ideal crystal (see E q.(2)). 
Neglecting vertex corrections and averaging over impurities, we obtain for 
the transport relaxation time in the following form
^Tj-lp(E) =  —2V2Im £  Gp0)(E) (51)
p
Thus the relaxation time is determined by the energy dependence of the 
density of states N (E) for the interacting system near the Fermi level. The 
most nontrivial dependence comes from the nonquasiparticle states with the 
spin projection a  =  s ign /, which are present near the E F . Close to the Fermi
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level the NQP contribution follows the power law (6) . Therefore, the impurity 
contribution to the resistivity is equal to
Ôpim^ T )  =  - ôa im p( T ) oc - V 2 j  d E  )  S N incoh(E )  oc T 3/2 (52)
The contribution of the order of T a with a  ^  1.65 (which is not too far 
from 3/2) has been observed recently in the tem perature dependence of the 
resistivity for NiMnSb [67].
To calculate the magnetoresistivity we take into account a gap in the 
magnon spectrum induced by magnetic field, wq^ 0 =  D q 2 +  w0. For large 
external magnetic field H , in comparison with the anisotropy gap, w0 is pro­
portional to H  .A t T  < T  * the resistivity is linear in magnetic field:
p(T , H ) -  p(T , 0) x  -w oT 7/2/ T 9J 2 (53)
The situation at T  > T*  is more interesting since the quantity d A /d w 0 
contains a logarithmic divergence with the cutoff at w0 or T *. We have at 
T  > w0 , T *:
ôp(T , H )  oc - - ------f “ 0 (54)
[max(w0, 1 *)]i/2
Of course, at T  < w0 the resistivity is exponentially small. A negative H - 
linear magnetoresistance was observed recently in CrO 2 [66]. The incoherent 
contribution to magnetoresistivity is given by
Spim p(T , H )  oc LV0d S N incoh( a T ) / d T  oc lv0V T .  (55)
Another useful tool to detect the NQP states is provided by tunneling 
phenomena [79], in particular by the Andreev reflection spectroscopy for the 
HMF-superconductor tunnel junction [81]. A most direct way is the mea­
surement of a tunnel current between two pieces of the HMF with the oppo­
site magnetization directions. To this end we consider a standard tunneling 
Hamiltonian (see, e.g., Ref. [55], Sect. 9.3):
H  =  H l  +  H r  +  £ ( T k p 4 T cp l +  h.c.), (56)
kp
where H L,R are the Hamiltonians of the left (right) half-spaces, respectively, k 
and p  are the corresponding quasimomenta, and spin projections are defined 
with respect to the magnetization direction of a given half-space (the spin is 
supposed to be conserving in the “global” coordinate system). Carrying out 
standard calculations of the tunneling current I  in the second order in Tkp 
we obtain (cf. Ref. [55])
1  x  5 3  |Tkp|2[1 +  Nq — f  (tp -q )][f (tk ) — ƒ (tk +  )}S(e V  +  tk  — tp - q  +  wq) 
kqp
Here V  is the bias voltage. For T  =  0 one has d l / d V  <x 5N incoh( e V ).
6 C onclusions
To conclude, we have considered the special properties of half-metallic ferro- 
magnets which are connected with their unusual electronic structure. Further 
experimental investigations would be of a great importance, especially keep­
ing in mind possible role of the HMF for different applications [2, 3, 4].
Several experiments could be performed in order to clarify the impact of 
the nonquasiparticle states on spintronics. Direct ways of observing the NQP 
states would imply the technique of Bremsstrahlung Isohromat Spectroscopy 
(BIS) [21] or the spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) 
[15], since for the most frequent case of minority-spin gap where the NQP 
states lie above E F . In contrast with the photoelectron spectroscopy of the 
occupied states (PES) which has to show a complete spin polarization in 
the HMF with minority-spin gap, the BIS spectra should demonstrate an 
essential depolarization of the states above the E F . For the majority-spin- 
gap HMF, vice versa, the partial depolarization should be seen in the PES. 
The /  — V  characteristics of half-metallic tunnel junctions for the case of 
antiparallel spins are completely determined by the NQP states [75, 80]. The 
spin-polarized STM should be able to probe these states by the differential 
tunneling conductivity d / / d V  [55, 82]. In particular, the SP-STM with posi­
tive bias voltage can detect the opposite-spin states just above the Fermi level 
for surface of the HMF such as CrO2. The Andreev reflection spectroscopy for 
tunnel junction superconductor-HMF [81] can also be used in searching for 
experimental evidence of the NQP effects. These experimental measurements 
will be of crucial importance for the theory of spintronics in any tunneling 
devices with the HMF. Since ferromagnetic semiconductors can be considered 
as a special case of the HMF, an account of these states can be helpful for 
the proper description of spin diodes and transistors [83].
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